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WORLD



INTRODUCTION
There’s a certain negative energy that has been infecting the blockchain 

lately; an area that was supposed to provide immense value and positivity 

risks being corrupted by opportunists that  prey on the vulnerability of 

investors. But that is all about to change, with the introduction of the Kodaz.

The Kodaz are a collection of 10,000 3D NFTs, seeking to bring a more 

positive attitude to blockchain investments. With a focus on building a 

positive community that will be supported by ongoing utility, the project 

has ambitions to make a real difference to a space that needs it right now.

With the fluctuating nature of crypto, and a market that will always see 

difficult times, the Kodaz want to put the value of NFTs right back where 

they should be - with good communities.



OVERVIEW
The Kodaz NFT project was built around a very specific ideology - the creation of a more positive 

atmosphere. They plan to provide that by releasing a collection of 10,000 3D NFTs, and reclaiming 

the value of pfp projects.

Centered around the story of the Kodaz, a previously sealed-off community of spirits that have 

the power to bless humanity, the project boasts a well-crafted art style that has never been seen 

before. By owning one of these signature pieces, holders are able to join a network of individuals 

that share their vision for the world, and the blockchain more generally.

Kodaz is all about pride, and being able to shamelessly display something without the worry of 

value or meaning. Great artwork should be respected unquestionably, and that’s what the project is 

all about.



BACKGROUND
The similarity of NFTs was starting to become too obvious, many projects were releasing 

designs that looked the same. They were all modeled after humans, or various animals, and 

were all struggling to find their own signature flair.

With an understanding of that, and the dedication to make a difference, the Kodaz built a 

NFT project that didn’t look like the rest - and provided an opportunity to change the tone of 

an increasingly negative space.



STORY
There exists within the world a positive force, a current of power 

unlike any other. Very few have felt its magical touch, but those 

that have are said to be blessed with endless amounts of positive 

energy.

It started years ago, when a species of unfamiliar beings was 

uncovered on a distant island. Unlike no other living creature, the 

Kodas had separated themselves from society for good reason. 

They were blessed with the ability to bestow humans with great 

power, but chose not to do so. The Kodas believed that humans 

weren’t worthy of power, and that handing them such a force 

would damage the world as they knew it.

For a long time this was law, and humans were starved of a great 

gift… but then everything changed.

A break-away faction of the Kodas had been brewing for 

centuries, certain that their kind were wrong about the humans. 

They believed that their gift was meant to be bestowed upon the 

humans, and that doing so would reveal their purest form. As 

the years passed, this faction grew larger and stronger, until they 

were ready to flip the script completely. 

That time has come.

The Kodaz have freed themselves from the bounds of their 

kind, and are ready to enlighten the world. 10,000 of them are 

preparing to change the lives of humans across the globe, and tap 

into their true and wholesome nature…

Will you be one of them?



Ready to bestow their gift unto the world, the 

Kodaz are in search of people to bless. This 

marks the start of our community building, 

bringing together like minded individuals to 

create something amazing.

We’ll bring the magic of the Kodaz to 

Twitter and Discord, which will provide the 

foundations for something much greater.

Once the Kodaz have been released, 

they’ll be searching for 10,000 people 

to bless with their positivity. Public Mint 

will be the only way to purchase one 

of our NFTs, giving everybody a fair 

chance to receive the blessing of the 

Kodaz.

With supreme quality artwork, it would 

be insulting not to display it in as many 

formats as possible.

We want to release a range of 

merchandise, allowing holders and 

members of the public to wear our 

creative designs with pride. We’ll share the 

revenue generated from merch sales with 

our holders, using a community wallet.

We’re planning to immortalize your favorite 

pfp, by creating a physical version of the 

Kodaz, ready for display in the real world.

Our immaculate 3D artwork makes the 

transition seamless, and will bring a new layer 

of enjoyment to the project. The Kodaz will 

make for great decoration, placed with pride 

wherever you wish.
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KODAZ NFTS

The overall supply of NFTs will be 10,000. The recent success of larger collections has 

given us the perfect opportunity to provide an even greater reach, and impact more 

lives with our unique message.

While plentiful, 10,000 is still enough to ensure that each of our members is individually 

valued - as we all should be.

We opted for a 3D design because it helped us to display the talent behind what we have 

created, as well as our commitment to providing something of good quality. We want 

there to be no doubt that we care about what we’re building.

As we’ve already mentioned, we also wanted a design that had not yet been done. We 

wanted to create something truly unique looking, and we believe that we have pulled 

that off successfully.

Joining the community is as simple as getting involved in our Discord, or following us on 

Twitter. We’d love to see you on board. Will you help us make a difference?
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